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In September 2003, De–mos released Borrowing to Make Ends Meet, a report on the
growth of credit card debt among American families. The report documented a 53 percent
average increase in self-reported household credit card debt between 1989 and 2001, based
on data from the Survey of Consumer Finances. In examining debt increases by income,
race, and age, the authors found that certain populations were hit harder than others.
This paper is the first in a series of Borrowing to Make Ends Meet Briefing Papers, offering
a closer look at the economic security of different populations as seen by examining their
debt, assets, and major costs.

Key Findings

seniors (over age 65)
• Average self-reported credit card debt among indebted seniors increased by

89 percent between 1992 and 2001, to $4,041.  

• Seniors between 65 and 69 years old, presumably the newly-retired, saw the

most staggering rise in credit card debt—217 percent—to an average of $5,844.

• Female-headed senior households experienced a 48 percent increase in

credit card debt between 1992 and 2001, to an average of $2,319. 

• Among seniors with incomes under $50,000 (70 percent of seniors), about

one in five families with credit card debt is in debt hardship—spending over

40 percent of their income on debt payments, including mortgage debt.

transitioners (ages 55–64)
• Transitioners experienced a 47 percent increase in their credit card debt

between 1992 and 2001, to an average of $4,088. 

• The average credit card-indebted family in this age group now spends 

31 percent of its income on debt payments, a 10 percentage point increase

over the decade.

• The credit card debt of middle- to low-income transitioner families without

health insurance increased by 169 percent, as opposed to by only 37 percent

for like-income families with health insurance.
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Introduction
The average credit card debt of Americans over 65 increased by 89 percent between 1992

and 2001, to a self-reported household average of $4,041. Other estimates based on aggre-

gate data have the dollar amount as much as three times higher.1 During the same period,

the number of older Americans filing for bankruptcy tripled, making them the fastest

growing age group in the bankruptcy courts.2 How did this happen?

Conventional wisdom suggests that this segment of the population—with lifetimes

of financial experience, an over 80 percent homeownership rate, and a generational ethos

of thrift—would be immune to the record debt increases of the 1990s. Yet a closer look at

the economics of older Americans reveals that the largest share lives on low incomes that

stagnated or declined during most of the 90s, while their basic costs increased. Critically,

their most important bulwark against debt—savings and assets—also diminished. Finally,

older families proved just as vulnerable as the general population to newly deregulated credit

industry practices aimed at drawing new customers and increasing revolving balances.

Methodology. The credit card data analyzed in this brief are drawn from the Survey

of Consumer Finances (SCF), a triennial Federal Reserve survey of the asset and liabilities

of American families. The survey years 1992 and 2001 (the most recent available) were chosen

to represent a period of national economic expansion—from the end of the 1990-1991 reces-

sion through the beginning of the 2001 recession. All debt amounts are in 2001 dollars.

De–mos’ Findings: Credit Card Debt 
Among Older Americans, 1992–2001
Cardholders and Indebtedness. As shown in Figure 1, roughly three out of every four

Americans over 65 hold credit cards, a portion that increased slightly between 1992 and

2001. Of these cardholders, nearly one in three carried debt in 2001, a marginal decrease

from 1992.
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Figure 1. Percent of senior households with credit cards and percent 
               of senior cardholding households with credit card debt, 1992–2001

Source: Demos’ calculations from the 1992, 1995, 1998, 2001 Survey of Consumer Finances
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Higher balances. Although seniors’ cardholding and indebtedness rates changed little

over the decade, the amount of credit card debt seniors carried rose dramatically. As Figure

2 shows, average revolving balances among indebted seniors over 65 increased by 89

percent, to $4,041. Seniors between 65 and 69 years old, presumably the newly-retired,

saw the most staggering rise in credit card debt—217 percent—to an average of $5,844. 

Gender. Senior

women living on their

own have distinct eco-

nomic circumstances.

As Figure 3 illustrates,

their average credit

card debt increased

by 48 percent be-

tween 1992 and 2001,

to a household aver-

age of $2,319. 

Debt hardship. The true financial impact of debt can be seen in the percentage of income

people must spend servicing it. A family spending more than 40 percent of their income

on debt payments, including mortgage debt, is in a state of debt hardship.

Overall, seniors spend on average less than a tenth of their income on debt payments;

however, those in credit card debt bear an increasingly heavy burden. Among seniors with

incomes under $50,000 (70 percent of seniors3), Figure 4 shows that roughly one in five

families with credit card debt is in debt hardship.

Figure 4. Percent of credit card indebted senior households 
in debt hardship (debt to income ratio > 40%)

Senior Household Income Group (65 and older) 1992 2001

$0–$14,999 14% 15%
$15,000–$29,999 7 18
$30,000–$49,999 9 27
$50,000 or more 9 5

Source: De–mos’ Calculations from the 1992 and 2001 Survey of Consumer Finances
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Figure 2. Average (mean) credit card debt among 
      senior households, 1992–2001

Source: Demos’ calculations from the 1992, 1995, 1998, 2001 Survey of Consumer Finances
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Figure 3. Average (mean) credit card debt among senior
        female-headed households (65 and older), 1992–2001

Source: Demos’ calculations from the 1992, 1995, 1998, 2001 Survey of Consumer Finances
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What’s Driving Debt? 
Industry Practices and Economic Insecurity
Industry Practices. A deregulatory revolution in the financial services industry has coin-

cided with increased economic vulnerability among seniors. State usury laws limiting

interest rates and fees were nullified by two Supreme Court cases, in 1978 and 1996.4 The

resulting wave of deregulation drastically changed the way banks market and price credit

cards to consumers of all ages. Usuriously high interest rates, sharp hikes in fees, lower

minimum payment requirements, relentless credit extension and aggressive marketing

all played a critical part in enabling financially vulnerable seniors to take on record levels

of credit card debt.

Economic Insecurity among America’s Seniors
Low Incomes and Declining Retirement Wealth. The typical senior household sur-

vives on $23,118 per year,5 and nearly 40 percent of seniors are classified as “low-income”

or below.6 Although there is less economic disparity among seniors than among the general

population—most are moderate-to-low income—measurements of retirement wealth reveal

striking inequities. As Figure 5 illustrates, retirement wealth (defined as the sum of pen-

sions and Social Security wealth) has fallen for all but the wealthiest seniors over the past

twenty years.

• The typical senior family (at $108,885 median net worth) saw a 10.4 percent

loss in retirement wealth between 1983 and 1998.7

• Older families of moderate net worth—between $50,000 and $99,999—

experienced a staggering 35.6 percent loss over the same period.8

• The only senior families to see gains over the period—those with $1 million

or more in net worth—saw their retirement wealth rise by 49.8 percent.9

retirement
wealth has
fallen for 
all but the
wealthiest
seniors over 
the last 
twenty years.
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$119.3

Figure 5. Mean retirement wealth by net worth, 
      senior households (65 and older), 1983–1998

Notes: Households are classified by net worth (HDW) in 1998 dollars.
Key: Retirement wealth = defined contribution pension accounts + defined benefit pension wealth + Social Security
Source: Edward Wolff, Retirement Insecurity: The Income Shortfalls Awaiting the Soon-to-Retire, Economic Policy Institute 2002
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The Importance of Assets. In the traditional “three-legged stool” model of retirement,

Social Security and pensions act in concert with income from assets (interest, dividends,

and rent) to guarantee economic security in retirement. Yet the value of savings-based

sources of income has steadily declined, making Social Security the linchpin of the majority

of seniors’ livelihoods. 

• Between 1992 and 2001, the average share of seniors’ incomes derived from

assets dropped from 21 percent to 16 percent. The share from pensions fell

from 20 percent to 18 percent.10

• In 2001, more than one-third of seniors were depending on Social Security

for over 90 percent of their income.11

• Medicare data reflects the asset poverty of most seniors. Forty percent of all

Medicare beneficiaries have less than $12,000 in “countable assets”—

including the value of pensions and IRAs, cash savings, securities, and cash

surrender value of life insurance plans.12

When seniors have fewer assets, not only do they lose potential investment income,

but they become more vulnerable to the financial stresses of aging. Events like job loss

and retirement, illness, death of a spouse, even repairs to aging homes and cars can force

seniors to borrow—using credit cards, payday loans, home loans—if they have little

savings to rely upon.

Even among seniors who have been able to save substantially for retirement, current

economic conditions, such as pension shortfalls and stock market volatility, have threat-

ened to undermine their savings. Historically low interest rates have also adversely affected

yields on the certificates of deposit (CDs) and money market accounts seniors tend to

prefer. Paradoxically, the rates on their credit card debts have remained high.

Women. Senior women—who constitute 59 percent of all Americans over 65 and more than

two-thirds of those over 85—are one of the most economically vulnerable segments of the

population. Women’s financial insecurity begins in their working years: despite rising labor

force participation among all income classes, American women still average only three-

quarters the earnings of men. Women are also more likely to work in low-wage, low-benefit

careers punctuated by absences for child-rearing and other forms of caregiving.13

• Nearly 40 percent of senior women are unmarried and living alone, with one

in five subsisting below the poverty level.14

• Almost half of all elderly African-American women live in poverty.15

• The three-legged stool of retirement security is especially uneven for senior

women: 60 percent receive a small amount of asset income (median $1,330),

and only 30 percent receive a pension, in amounts that average half that of

men’s pensions.16

• Accordingly, 75 percent of senior women depend on Social Security for 

more than half of their income, and 44 percent depend on it for more than

90 percent of their income.17

• The significant role Social Security plays for women in retirement is

especially troubling considering that women’s median annual benefits

average only 70 percent of men’s.18
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Rising Costs
Against this backdrop of low incomes and declining savings, costs for seniors’ basic needs,

such as health care and housing, rose considerably over the 1990s. The accompanying rise

in debt among seniors suggests that increasingly available—and expensive—credit helped

make up the difference.

Health Care. The real

costs and benefits of the

Medicare Prescription

Drug, Improvement,

and Modernization Act

of 2003 are likely to

remain uncertain for

some time, as the plan

will not be launched

until 2006. 

Yet the under-

standing behind the

reform impetus—that

out-of-pocket medical

costs have become an

unmanageable expense

for seniors—is an ongoing reality. With virtually all medical expenses now payable by credit

card, there is evidence to suggest that deductibles, co-pays, dental and vision care, pre-

scription drugs and other uncovered costs played a significant role in the increased credit

card balances of many older Americans.

• Of the various supplemental insurance plans available to seniors, employer-

sponsored retiree plans consistently cover the most,20 yet these have steadily

declined—from 66 percent of large employers offering in 1988 to only 38

percent in 2003.21

• Over the same period, Medicare beneficiaries’ out-of-pocket medical

spending consistently rose at a rate faster than their income (5.4 percent on

average versus 3.8 percent).22

• By 2000, senior citizens were spending on average $3,526 out-of-pocket on

health care costs.23

• Out-of-pocket medical spending accounts for 22 percent of seniors’ incomes

on average, a percentage that increases among those with health problems,

older seniors, and seniors with low incomes.24 As Figure 6 shows, seniors

earning less than $10,000 a year spent nearly a third of their income on 

out-of-pocket health costs. 

Housing. High housing outlays contribute to tighter budgets and may force seniors to

borrow for other essentials. 

• The 20 percent of elderly Americans who rent have an average income of

$12,233.25 More than half hold no assets.26

• In 2001, the typical elderly renter spent 41 percent of her income on housing

costs, up from 38 percent in 1993.27 The HUD threshold of affordability for

housing is 30 percent.

reversing the 
long-held trend 
of full ownership
in retirement,
more and more
seniors are now
borrowing against
their homes.

seniors earning
less than $10,000
a year spend
nearly a third of
their income on
out-of-pocket
health costs.
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• Among senior homeowners, 35 percent spend more than a quarter of their

income on housing costs, including utilities, real estate taxes, mortgages, and

miscellaneous fees.28

• Reversing the long-held trend of full ownership in retirement, more and

more seniors are now borrowing against their homes. As of 2000, fully 28.3

percent of senior homeowners owed on their homes, up from 20.7 percent in

1990 and 18.9 percent in 1980.29

• Adding to concerns over the rising mortgage debt of seniors is the new

danger of predatory lending. According to the AARP, the elderly are three

times more likely to be targeted for costly sub-prime mortgage loans, which

have also flourished under financial services deregulation.30

Transitioners: A Way to Predict the Future 
The financial health of pre-retirees is a critical indicator of future retirement success.

Unfortunately, the rising costs of raising a family are now winning out against retirement

savings for most parents. This trend has demographic roots: Americans are having chil-

dren later in life, pushing high-cost expenditures like higher education, family housing,

and dependent health care closer to retirement age. 

For each of these expenses, there is a correlating form of debt on the rise: college

debt, mortgage debt, credit card debt. The effect of these demographic and structural

changes has been a total reversal of families’ financial priorities in the span of 20 years.

In 1981, families saved on average 11 percent of their incomes and carried 4 percent in

credit card debt. In 2000, they carried 12 percent of their incomes in credit card debt and

were able to save negative one percent.31

• Recent data indicates that fully 14 percent of 64-year-olds are facing

retirement with negative net worth.32

• Nearly one out of every two families headed by someone 47 to 64 will be unable

to replace at least half their income after retirement. This reflects a 12.6

percentage point increase in retirement inadequacy between 1989 and 1998.33

• This same age group saw a median home equity decline of 12.5 percent

between 1989 and 1998,34 as families borrowed more against their homes

(often to pay off higher-interest credit debt). 

• Health care costs are also a major concern for this group: 13 percent of near-

retirees bear the full cost of their own insurance, and 14 percent are forced to

go completely without health coverage.35

In response to these economic pressures, pre-retiree families are increasingly bor-

rowing to make ends meet. According to De–mos’ findings:

• Transitioners aged 55–64 experienced a 47 percent increase in their credit

card debt between 1992 and 2001, to an average of $4,088. 

• The portion of income these families spend servicing debt (including

mortgages) grew by ten percentage points between 1992 and 2001. 

• The average credit card-indebted family in this age group now spends 

31 percent of its income on debt payments.

• Tellingly, the credit card debt of middle- to low-income families without health

insurance increased by 169 percent, as opposed to by only 37 percent for like-

income families with health insurance. (See Figure 7.)
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Policy Recommendations 
The economic insecurity of middle-to-low income seniors has become increasingly acute

in recent years, with costs for essential goods and services rising as savings have declined.

For aging families whose financial tools have included credit cards, the high cost of ser-

vicing debt in an era of deregulation has compounded the problem. The following policy

recommendations are aimed at addressing economic insecurity as well as reigning in the

most egregious industry practices, giving millions of American families the opportunity

to climb out of unmanageable debt and support themselves through their retirement years.

addressing economic insecurity
Expand Health Insurance Coverage. The 43 million Americans without health insur-

ance should not be forced to borrow on high-cost credit cards to get necessary medical care.

The fast-rising percentage of Americans aged 55-64 who are uninsured gives new urgency

to the need for broad access to quality, affordable care at all ages, including prescription

drug coverage.

Bolster Unemployment Insurance. Job loss is one of the three most commonly cited

precursors to bankruptcy. Today, most American workers are ineligible for unemployment

insurance benefits, and the benefit levels replace only about one-third of an average worker’s

earnings. States need to modernize the rules governing the system, including expanded

coverage to more contingent and low-wage workers. 

Invest in Higher Education Grants. Scaling up college grants for lower-income fami-

lies would help more students reap the economic benefits of higher education, and reduce

the increasing college debt burden on students and their families.

Increase Scrutiny of Defined-Contribution Plans. The promise of 401(k) and other

defined-contribution retirement plans comes with a new degree of risk. Better research is

needed to track how people spend the cash balances withdrawn before retirement; how mutual

funds can be protected from excessive fees and biased accounting; and how defined-benefit

and defined-contribution plans can coexist at large firms without harming older workers.

Erase Inequities for Women in Social Security. A set of outmoded assumptions and

measurements have resulted in low Social Security payments to elderly women. Comprehensive

reform would increase the benefits of divorced women, widows, women in low-wage and

contingent careers, and women with disabilities. In addition, a standard credit should be

given to lower-earning spouses or single parents for time spent away from work caring for

family members. 

the promise 
of 401(k) and
other defined-
contribution
retirement plans
comes with a new
degree of risk.
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Figure 7. Average credit card debt for households aged 55–64 with and without 
               health insurance (incomes in the lower three quintiles—under $56,000)

Source: Demos’ calculations from the 1992 and 2001 Survey of Consumer Finances
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Develop Universal Retirement Savings Accounts. Many groups and policymakers

have put forth proposals for government-sponsored retirement accounts; a discussion of

the merits of various proposals is too involved for this paper. However, certain critical ele-

ments should be included in any meaningful reforms:

• Universal, sustained access throughout working years, regardless of employer

• Reduced administrative costs for existing and new plans

• Progressive guidelines to facilitate savings among those not currently saving,

including middle- and low-income, contingent, and small-business workers

addressing industry practices
Enact a National Usury Law. Without the usury protections once guaranteed at the state

level, consumers are now subject to unlimited credit card rates and fees. Today’s penalty

interest rates of 30 percent and higher are excessive by any measure, and cannot be ratio-

nalized as necessary to allow higher-risk customers into the marketplace. Card companies

should certainly be allowed to use “tiered pricing”—charging different interest rates to

customers based on their risk profile—but there should be a limit to what is acceptable.

An appropriate national usury cap would be floating, indexed to a federal rate. Tying the

cap to banks’ cost of borrowing ensures industry profitability during periods of high infla-

tion when interest rates tend to climb. It also ensures that savings are passed on to cus-

tomers when national interest rates are low.

Require Clear and Forthright Disclosure. Card companies could greatly improve the

financial literacy of Americans by providing straight-forward answers to basic questions

about card policies, such as: When do low introductory interest rates end? What consti-

tutes a late payment and what is the penalty interest rate? How often does the issuer check

consumers’ credit reports, and how can new information affect their rates? If consumers

pay the minimum payment due each month, how long will they be indebted and how much

interest will accrue? 

Mandate Reasonable Late Payment Grace Periods. The once-standard 14-day late

payment grace period has been replaced with a “gotcha” practice that raises interest rates—

often to 29 percent or higher—if a payment arrives any time after 1 or 2 p.m. on a given due

date. Paying these high penalty interest rates and accompanying late fees constitutes an

unnecessary and unfair wealth drain for families trying to service their debts in good faith.

Combat Predatory Home Mortgage Lending. The elderly have become special targets

for brokers and lenders selling costly sub-prime home financing products. Congress must

pass strong anti-predatory lending legislation and resist industry pressure to preempt state

laws in favor of more lax federal guidelines.

Maintain Existing Bankruptcy Laws for Families in Severe Economic Distress.
Families filing for bankruptcy will face more barriers to financial recovery if Congress

enacts the bankruptcy reform legislation it has considered for the last five years. The

growing presence of America’s seniors in the bankruptcy courts should warn policymakers

of the importance of safeguarding this difficult last resort.
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Conclusion
The rising debt levels of the nation’s seniors are a signal that economic insecurity is

becoming critical for yet another population of Americans. On fixed incomes, unexpected

or unaffordable costs present a difficult choice for the elderly: borrow to pay, or go without.

There is certainly evidence that many seniors do the latter, often at the expense of their

health. But for those who, like most Americans, have seen their relationship to credit

change from convenience to safety net, borrowing increasingly means sky-high costs and

the very real prospect of endless debt service. 
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[personal story]

John Miller, Semi-Retired Business Reporter, Age 64
John, the son of a banker, grew up in an era when credit cards
were first introduced to the public. He remembers the first
gas cards, the Sears cards, and eventually the Visa and
MasterCards of today. As a television business reporter and
then small-business owner, John used his credit cards respon-
sibly, building good credit and never falling behind on his pay-
ments. After all, he understood better than most how compound
interest worked. In his words, “I knew as much about finances
as just about anyone.”

It was ironic, then, that at age 55 a set of unfortunate cir-
cumstances over a two-year period forced
John to go into deep credit card debt,
and eventually into bankruptcy.

First, his wife began to have medical
problems. Though not terribly expensive,
her problems kept her from working, so
John was supporting both of them on
one income. Second, his video produc-
tion business, which ebbs and flows with
the economic cycles, took a turn for the worse. Third, through
selling his home in Park City, Utah, he incurred a significant
amount of IRS tax debt, which he owed at the end of the year. 

The triple whammy of circumstances forced John to quickly
burn through his savings. After that, John began to rely heavily
on credit cards. In the space of two years, he amassed about
$10,000 in credit card debt, $30,000 of IRS debt, and $7,000
in debt for the condo he moved into. He floated his credit card
debt for three years by paying the monthly minimums, but it
became clear he wasn’t making a dent in his principal. “The
minimum payments are intentionally scheduled so that you only
pay off the interest, or part of the interest, and never make a
dent in the principal. It’s a nefarious scheme,” says John.

John tried to negotiate with his credit card companies. With
his training as a business reporter and his solid credit history,
he thought he had a good chance of persuading the companies
to lower his rates. But they would not negotiate. They insisted
that he pay around 20 percent interest on all his credit card debt.

So John found himself in a strange position. Essentially, he
had a choice—pay off his debts, or start saving for retirement.
From a financial planning perspective, it made little sense to
spend his pre-retirement years paying off high-interest credit
card debt, leaving him no money to save for the future. He finally
accepted the disappointment of having to tarnish a lifetime of
financial responsibility, and filed for Chapter 13—at the rates
he was being charged, it was the only viable option.

John has now paid off his debts, and is back to using a credit
card sparingly and paying it off normally. In John’s words, “I

have re-established control over my finan-
cial life.” In fact, he became so well-educated
during his Chapter 13 proceedings—and got
so angry about the system—that he is working
with Jumpstart, a financial literacy group, to
teach young people how to avoid getting
caught in the debt trap. He’s also consid-
ering writing a book. And he’s been in con-
versation with Sen. Orrin Hatch’s office about

a “debtors bill of rights,” because Hatch is the chair of the
Judiciary Committee.

This turnaround was not without its emotional toll. “My
credit card debt put a tremendous amount of emotional pres-
sure on me,” John recalls. “In some ways, their tactics are like
legalized extortion.”

“When you think about it simply, all of us who get into credit
card debt, our stories are the same—we spent above our income,
period, and that put us into debt,” John says. “People do need
better financial literacy. But circumstances happen that no one
can control. My credit card companies were unreasonable, and
charged outrageous rates.”

“I always thought I would be able to catch up, and tried to
enjoy the same standard of living even though my expenses
were up and my income was down. After a lifetime of financial
conservatism and caution, it only took two years of bad luck,
tough circumstances, and poor planning to get myself almost
$50,000 in debt.”

“AFTER A LIFETIME OF

FINANCIAL CONSERVATISM 

AND CAUTION, IT ONLY TOOK

TWO YEARS OF BAD LUCK … 

TO GET MYSELF ALMOST

$50,000 IN DEBT.”



Notes
1. The absolute figures (for example, $4,041 of average debt) are

based on data that consumers reported about themselves in surveys.
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